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Kypnnuu A.C. H llPo ~2 ° ll833 

f\.1HOf'OKOMriOJieHTH8H MO.aenb H€38BH:CU:MOI"'O HCriyCK8HHSJ 

Knacrepoa a onucaHHe naHHbiX, no sapSJllOBblM pacnpeneneHHHM, 

sapstnoso-Hef!TpallbHbiM H "anepe.a-Haaan"-KoppensmustM npu 

Bh!COKHX 3HeprJHIX 

npunOl!HTCSI OITHC8HHe 38pSl.ll.OBbiX pacrrpe.oelleHHi% H 38pMOBo-HeiiTp8llb

HhiX K0ppen~;IU£fl H8 OCHOB€ MHOI"'OKOMITOHeHTHOii MO.ll€liH, BKlll0'1810llleii B Ce6B 

CT~THCTlPI8CKU H€38BUCii.MOe pO>Kll€HHe Hefll'panbHbiX Kli8CTepoa B UeHTp811b

I-IO(I 06ll[lCTU IIpH H8l1Ht.:IUH onpeaeneHHbiX K8H8li0B .llHCCOUH8UHH CT8liKHB810UIHX-1 

C'il '48CTHU. 

DOK838HO, 'IJTO npn 8HeprHHX E L ~ 100 raB OCHOBHOfi BK118ll B pacnpe

neneHHs:l IIO 1IliClly 38pSDK€1IHbiX '!8CTUU ll810T TIDK€llbie Kli8CT€pbi (Cl, --+ 4rr). 
flp0li3BO.QIITCSI OU€HK8 M8CCbi T8KOI"'O KnaCTepa. noK83biBaeTCH1 qTQ "38I"H6" 

nrnta QJym.;-unn f(n ch) = <n
77

a > 
0 

, rne n ,a - qMcno ,a - Me30HOB, a 

0 ch - tmcno 38p5DKeHHbiX qacTllh. nnonHe 06'bSCHHeTCH KHHeM8Tl.PI9CKHMH 

Of'p8HlPWHH~MH. 

H a ocHone npoCThiX rrpe.a.nono)KeHRH o pacnpetteneHHH rrponyKTOB pac
nana KflRC1'epa B ripOCTpaHCTB9 6biCTpOT Jl8H0 06'bSICH9HHe HeAaBHO ITOSIBHB

WIIMCSI nnHH!,JM o Koppens::ruusrx Tuna "snepe.n-Haaa.a.". 

Pa6ol'n BbHIOnHetra A Jla6opaTop~H TeopeTH'IeCKofi <j>R3RKH OYJHYl. 

l1penpi!HT 06'bellHHeHHOrO KHCTHTyTa S!AepHbiX HCCnellOB8HHil. ny5H8 !978 

Kurilin A.S. et al, D2. ll833 
The Many Component Mode I of Independent Emission 
of Clusters and the Description of Data on Charged 
Particle Distributions, Charge-Neutral and "Forward
Backward" Correlations at High Energies 

The charged pc1rticle distributions and charge-neutl"al correla
(ions are described within the many component model involving sta
tistically independent production of neutral clusters in the central re
gion ir;t the presence of certain dissociation channels of colliding 

;particles. 
It is shown that at energies EL;:: 100 GeV the rnain contribution 

to the distributions over a number of charged pa.rticles is given by 
heavy clusters ( Cl. .... 411 ). The mass of suc;:h a cluster is evaluated. 
It is also shown that the bending of the function <N,o > N ch' where 

N 
11

o is the number of 11° -mesons and Noh is the number of charged 
particles, is interpreted within the kinematic constraints. 

Based on simple assumptions about the distribution of the de
lco.y products of clustei'S in the rapidity space the recent data on thE 
'backward-forward''-type correlations are explained. 
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1. Introduction 

The present paper is devoted to the description of some regu

larities of multiple production within the many component phenome

nological model of two mechanisms/t/. 

The many component nature of charged particle distributions 

at high energies is sufficiently justified at present. However, the 

number of components and their relation is still to be discussed 

(for the discussion of this problem see, for instance, the review 

papers/21). The origin of different components in the multiplicity 

distributions of charged particles can be explained, as is known, 

under the assumption about the existence of two mechanisms of 

secondary particle production: diffraction excitation (DF) of colli

ding hadrons and the mechanism of independent emission (tliE) in 

the central region. 

Without specifying the dynamics of interaction resulting in 

different mechanisms of particle production, we shall use the pheno

menological assumptions about the nature of secondary particle 

production affected by each of these two mechanisms. 

In recent years of wide use is the hypothesis on clustering 

of secondaries in the central region (CR) (see,for instance,ref~2 ,J~. 
It should be noted that there are different viewpoints concerning 

the characteristics of clusters such as their charge, average 

multiplicity of the decay, mass and so on*). 

~r various models describing the production and decay of 

different clusters, see, for instance, the papera/
4

-
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llr:fortunately, it is very difficult to n1easure the clusters. 

'l'herefore, the assun1ptions about u·"e properties of clusters and 

the regularities of their production ard decay can be verified by 

co~paring the dependence obtained on the basis of these assumptions 

with the experimental data. 

In this paper § 2 contains short formulatior of the basic 

statements of the model of two mechanisms which is then used for 

the description of charbe particle distributions and charge-neutral 

correlations in fp -collisions ( S' J) and for the explanatior, 

of recent data on "forwarci-backward" correla tiona ( § 4). 

2. Formulation of the Cluster Phenomenological r., odel 

of Two J,:echanisms 

The model of two mechanisms is based on the assumptior> about 

statistically independent (neglecting the kinematic restrictions) 

productior. of neutral clusters in the central revion when certain 

dissociation channels of leadine; particles are open, The cluster 

multiplicity distribution in the central region is of the Poisson 

nature. An analogous dependence can be obtained in the field

theoretical models with bremsstrahlung/7/, sources/81, and within 

the stralghtline path approximation/9/ i11 quantWJt field theory, 

The cluster rapidity 

~ = _!_ ff1 Gp + fv 
2. . Ef-fit 

interval [- Y, 'f], where Y rv /t., ,1 ,and J' is the is in the 

square of the total energy in the center of mass system. If the 

clusters are prouuced with equal probability in this interval of 

rapidities, then in the absence of the kinematic restrictions 

4 

the distribution over a nurr,ber of clusters is 

< t1 >'J Wn = Pi1 (<'VI>) --= e-<t1>. 
11.' 

and <VI>·'-' Y. Let us classify the clusters according 

decay modes, The production of clusters disintegrating 

two pions: 

three pions: 

four pions: 

and so on, 

,h'~-

6 ::::: ::;rcO/"t'a 

~) -> ,;;;o,;r-r,;;r

./" :! JrT fl Jr
B - :;r1;Jr-2:J'o 
~ t{.Jrc 

to their 

into 

A specific feature of the multiple production processes is 

the "broadening" with increasing energy of charged particle distri

butions, Thus, one may assume that with ircreasine; enerc;y large cont

ribution is given by much heavier clusters (not (3-- and LL:- , but 

5 -clusters and so on), 

This fact has already been pointed out in' 

slope of the dependence ]{11e~) = < 11.Jrc.) "'c>l 

ref./J~ The increasing 

in 'Jr p-interactions 

with increasing energy also accounts for the above fact (see, 

for instance, ref/101). The results of our description of the mul

tiplicity distributions and charge-neutral correlations in pp

coll:isions confirm ·this conclusion (see § 3 ). 

Hereafter we shall change the masses of clusters /'1 by their 

mean -values M 
The diffrac-tion excitation mechanism gives the contribution 

mainly to the channels with small multiplicity of secondaries. In 

what follows we shall need some concrete schemes of the proton 

dissociation. Let us write them out 

1. p ~p 
I 

(DE is absent). 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

(,. 

fl ~ .;r"p 
p ·~ /1 )'r~ 

r ~ ? J'r "'..it G', 

p _,. 11 J(t .,)' "'. 

r- P :Jr~r-. 
l~te, t~at at hi[h enercies, one should take into account the 

cor'tributio" of other dissociatior channels (for instance, p .....,;\/3.H"' 

and so on). 

The leadinL clusters carry away the finite part of the energy, 

m u the sum enerr:y of clusters in the central re[';ior. is then equal 

to 

E I ~ l'Y . ( 1- X I) (t- )( l) 

wbcre 

1 I ·r~ .2 rtf X - I r,:J. - v? 
I r:::;J 

(/· are the longitudinal momenta of leadinr; clusters, and ~·,.5" 11.2/t ~ 

is the total energy of incident particles in the c.rn. system. Under 

the aasumption of small mmnenta of clusters, the conservation law 

of mm1.enta influences slit;htly ti1e n:ultiplicity distribution,etc. 

However, since the masses of clusters cannot be already considered 

to be small, at large multiplicities one should take jnto account 

the restrictions imposed by the conservation of enerr,y law. ,/e 

take irto account the conservation of ener~::;y law in the following 

way: Let us assume that the masses of all produced clusters do 
I 

not exceed E , i.e., let us add to the multiplicity distributioc: 

the rwl tiplier 

[J[E 1-E. M] 

6 

'l'hus, the total multiplicity distribution of clusters in tile 

central region is 

I I . = 
A 11 i1 ,vli'J ... t' w 

{ 

LL(e:') . Il {h. (<A·>) 0 [ E '- 2 r"l] , 
l 

(2. 2) 

where i =C. cv 8 and so on. 
I I 

The distribution (2.2) is normalized, arccl Wu='l is the 

normalization factor. 

The differential cross section of the producti or of 11C (.'-

clusters, Ylu, Lt} -clusters and so or under the assurr.ption t!"~at the 

lea dine; particles are excited in the i-th and j-th channels, 

respectively, is , . 
<J 

_{ d G 11
"

11
"' .. = r ( J( I X liS) 

~'•1<( clx1. ,,(xl (J 
~ 1/,1 f} ( t;: ') 

'b' "-'.. • (2. 3) 

The basic relation in the considered model is (2.3), which is used 

as the initial one for co:ustructing the distri butior.s, etc. Intccra

ting it over ,.J.xl and dX.z.. , we obtain 

' t'j 
6~;~' ....... 
G',•t-.c:( 

= Jtx 1,>/Xz. f::(J (t..tX._/,1) ~·Jc 11LJ 
(pi)' 

This expressior can be simplified by changing ir the ir:te;~ral 

l--,( -1 (;/~ ~ 15' ·f-X1)(1-X.<.) by some mean value E • Then we have 

(-;" /j 
11c ~1"' .. 

Ci"-"t. 
P.~). W (gt) V ·~'L·· . 

(2. 4) 

Ne use the lo~arithmic parametrizatior. for the dependence of average 

numbers of clusters on the energy in the energy interval unaer consi-

deration, i.e., 

< 11< > = f1. + B lh . .1 , 
' ( ,S'o 

,S0 = 1. &ev
2 
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Using (2.4) one can easily obtain the distributions over the number 

of combinations :Jr"':/1"-, Jr~Jr);;o , J:Jr
1i:%- , ••• produced in the clecay 

of (_: ·- Lt.'- '8- and other clusters, respectively 

I 1 j 
L'v n 11 

Jr-t;jr- I Jr'J;jr~·,•·• 
-= ~0 ~ P~(<t~>) 9(E~L ne,if·], (2. 5) 

\.. 

where (IIi')= ( ~')-->, ( 11;Jt.,.ilf")rc> 
1 

•• , and He, are the 

corresponding average masses, 

Obviously, the number of charged particles Vlcl, and the number 

of .;n-''-.mesons Yl ,.o are connected with 11Jic c nJr. - bv the rela-
"' J{ I . ~~··• ,; 

tiona . . . (t}/ . (l)J 
i-1et = 1 N;;rt;:,(- -rJ.t1'Jr+~7r"'·r.}.f~+~oJro + 413,?-1-.;.;r + <t +tel. 

')/ ')'(2.6) 
· . o(1 d('.!v 
t·1Jrc = ;ZtJJl'"Jio r ll.JrtJt-pta -rjjll.7T.....,.-:2Jio +Ltl1'tir~+ r:.Jic + c :h"' ' 

(I,:Z) ,· 

where ec•i' (;;r') are the numbers of charged particles 

in the i-th dissociation channel of the first (second) 

hadron, 

.;;'()-mesons) 

leading 

The distribution over the number of charged particles acquires 

the form 

lV J£. = ~ ~J· .2_ IL P11 (< il~>) ;C 
•e cj Vlo< K k. (2. 7) 

()[ -t- ti1] ~ 4 UJ,i 
x E -;>_ ne e. . "'d.;!).;~+~--~-... + -c..£ t. 

Analogously, for the function (11-.-0 ). 
1 .,. n(%. 

we have 

</1JI'C>f!,l = ~I 1 ~ 0.' L (atJJrC.,_o r,,,+ et:!/) )( 
Mt VVI'b(, t J J 11i VI VI (2.8) 

"IL Pf1 (.o~·>). fi [ gt_L.. n;:. N /(] x 
e, e'. 

J' e(:!.) J 
Y v'j,,; JMJr+:Jr- + ... + d, 

8 

Hereafter, we use the ass~~tior about the factor!zation a; the 

factor ~ · , i.e., 
.j 

1-- . = F ,_-.. 
(J .. ) 

The quantities ~~ play the role of probabilities of the corres-

ponding dissociation channels. The non1alizatior oondition 

£"> f:.· = f_ 

is fulfilled, 

Due to the local cm·servfltion of an isospin, we obtai:: 

F, -=2/i. 

3. The ~escription of Charged Particle Distributions and 

Charge-neutral Correlat.Lons in pp-Interac ti01 s at t: L 7.. 102 Ge 

Using relatior'S (2.7), (2,8) and the factorization conli.tjot, 

we obtain 

\V;1cJ.. =?:- iJ- pi1r_(d1"k>)· f) [E'--F He' Me.J X 

X { t;~ 8hcJ. 
1 

!.{ n~ -;-111.1. +2., + j t~ ( 1-Vi J' stl,£ j 1.( 111 f'}.t1 L +- 4 
·r 

(3.1 

+ (t-v;)'~. J'"'' 411 +.2.11 +,. ~ <"'-I J. .Z... t .j 

<o.,~>, 11 = !,, .r_ fl. ({
1 

(<i1r->). 9[EI__f t1e ~] ... 
It'- VVIH, ~ ~ 

,.. fcv/{:2Nz.+4t·J5)..,..2rJ;£f] 2t1ct.
1

itl1
1

1-ltlz.r2. -r o.< 

+[.:tll;(t-"V;)·{;/t12+417j)+1(t-l:f)TfZ] ~l'tt i't11f+2t-t2 +L; -t 

+ (1-v:;)
2
. {1t12. +4H~)' dttt.. 1 4tlf+:l.11z ..,.(' J. 

Yl1 = rl:zJT~~- 1 11 2 = n.t.,_.;r-2 :.;0 1 n_., = n"f.Jic 
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for the mul tiplici t:y distri butior.s 

relntiors. The quantities Yt 
the pararr:eters F, 

) 

v; -== L. r:; 
1 

v; = r:-s- +2 '-c 

and 

Vv~-:~i and charge-neutral cor-

1,~ are simple combinations of 

J;ote, that with increasin1 energy (and increasing number of chan-

nels), the q'-<anti ties 11;: and ~ will comprise a larger number of 

constituents. Accordingly, a larcer number of components will appear 

in the multiplicity distributior;s. The increase in the number of 

cor ponents i:, the distributions with increasing energy is a specific 

feature of the c~iven model. Thus, the model predicts the "broadening" 
I 

of distributior.s l1t11,.t, with increasing enerGy and the bending of 

the curve < !1,") ,at larf:e 11('(, , which is due to the kinematic 
"' lil' - 1 c-\. 

restrictions. 

Formulae (J .1) ard (3. 2) have been used for the description of 
I 

multipllcity distributions ~Vhcl at enerp;ies E1 =102, 205, 303, 1480 

and 2100 GeV (the data are taken from/11 1) and of <£1Jic>~1,1-. at 

E1,=205 Gev/121. As a result, a statistically good description of 

these data is obtained (see Figs. 3.1 ~ 3,6}. 

The experimental material used comprises 81 pointe. Two points 

{the values of t-v;~~ at Ue-[
1 

=10 at E1 =1480 GeV and 2100 GeV are not 

on the smooth curve), The description of the rer:~ainine; 79 points 
:z 

gave f =74. 

The best description is achieved when the cluster rr.ass is 

M0 3! 2,1 GeV/c2 

what is in agreement with the accepted values of this quantity 

(see, for ir8tance,/3/). 

10 

_l 

~ 

j 
) 

The ir·elastici ty coefficient 5 s equal to 
-I 

,? = E ~ 0,61 
/ \:$ 

F'rom the con paris or~ with the experiwental data, for the 

quanti ties l;~ and l,t ,we obtain 

~ l ,._ r 1/ </ 
11 't- 111 'Li-1 I~ 

0 

~r- o~ o · 1:11 = I ~ :.!: I O't ' 

l{i = ~ i :;!: 0. {J,J- ' 

1:;-= 0,32 :r 0; OF. 
,, s' 

For < Hr3) = 4 +8,,·,;-,we obtain 
'~C 

A= 1,9£ .± O,Ot ' 

8 := o, 'l :t o, 0 ~ 

The"berding" of the curve f~- 1 = <t-~Jic) ,as it was already 
•'ct.. ' •tt, 

mentioned, is due to the kinematic restrictions only . 

~r 6tnel T 102 Gev /C 
0. 

Q20 

0.15 

0.10 

O.OSi 

0 2 4 6 8 to 1?. 14 1.6 18 ?o N , 
Fir;, 3.1. The multiplicity distributi'on at E1=102 GeV. 
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 N,11 

Fig. 3.2. The multiplicity distribution at E1 =205 GeV. 
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0.15 
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I 
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22. 2.4 ,.vc~ 

Fig. 3.3. The multiplicity distribution at E1=303 GeV. 
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i'?lis!L I 
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0151- t 
0.10r J-1 ~ 
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~r 
I 

0 2 't 6 8 iO 12 14 16 iB 20 2'2. 24 2.6 Nch 

Fig. 3.4. The multiplicity distribution at B1=1480 rJeV. 
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Pig. 3.5. The multiplicity distribution at E1 =2100 GeV , 
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<n~ 
7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

205 Gev;c 

0 2. 4 6 8 10 12. 14 16 18 20 Ncn. 

Fi 1,, J,G, Cimrc:e-1~eutral ·~orrelations at E1=205 GeV, 

4. The "llorNard-Lackward"-Type Correlati,ons irc the 

; odel of '11:10 l.echanisms 

:·low let us describe the "forward-backward "-type correlations 

between charged particles, The data obtained recently by the A'Jm:-col

laboration/13/ have shown that the average number of particles in 

<"'(F). 
the "foiward" hemisphere (in the center of r .. ass system) n ;> (t3) 

11 

increases lirearly with irJcreasit'0 nwnber of particles in the 

"backward" temisphere Yl(IO , the slope beinr· of an order of 1/J, 

This teslifies to the stronc short-ranE;e correlations. How 

we shall show how this dependence can be explained within the 

model with ur:correlated production of neutral clusters, (The cont-r-i

bution of the dissociation products and the kinematic restrictions 

are ne.;lected). 

.ve use the assumption that the rapidi ties of 6'-clusters, which 

are produced in the decay of E -cluster, are close to the rapidity 

of B-cluster, i.e., 
tJ ~ ·~ !fe, 

14 

and the rapidi ties of pions, which are produced ir, the decay of 

tf-clusters, have the rapidities 

fhr = f/c .± t1 ' 
v;here ,ifc(S) is the rapidity of (((B)-cluster, and D is a certain 

parar •. eter, Generally, the result depends weakly on the forn·, of the 

distributior over the pion rapidity, 

B-cluster disintegrates into the combinations -:J.Jr'fj_Jr~ Jr<;;Jr-.:l:Jr'-' 

m;d 4Jr 0 
,The combinatior> of four :lr0 -mesons does not contribute to 

the correlat:',on C.ependences of char",ed particles. The distribution 

over Yll.Jr~J;)'- 11.;-r\1'-1.11'" has the forn. 

tt' 
11zit":~t- ' nJT .. ..f"-o2.t" ~1J3f+J;r (D) /~1Jr+..:ro2..ir"' (D) ' 

where 

T\ = < t1 > = < ~1 ...... - " ... 0 > ~' :J.Jr+17T- in 'A .<.n 

The whole rapidity ir•terval can be devided into three regions 

[- 'f1-11j,[-L1,!J] and [4, '{]. If the rapidity of B-cluster disin-

tegrated into the combination :1-lr~J..J-- is ir· the interval C- Y, -c!], 
then, obviously, all four clmr1~ed pions fly "backward", and if y 

in the tr terval [- Ll, L.l] , then two charLced pions fly "forward" and 

two "backward", etc,., 

The probability of a cluster to get into the rer;ions 

[- 6,1] ami C- Y,-1.1] is equal to 

{...) = y -k: - !_- .!... (..) 
1 :t'{ - ;). .2 

Lu2 = (.J 

I , I f · I..U.., -= a- 2 w 
respectively, where 

. ' LL:= 
.1 
~ 

15 
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The probability of the rapidities of ni combinations j};Jr>f"2:lr-

to get into the first interval, fJl.. , to the second, and 11-3 1 to 

the third, and of the rapidities of the numbers of combinations k1 e· > ) I 

Jt +;;--a :;r o to get to the first, second and third intervals, res-

pectively, is 

~t~.i,·" "·" = fl.. R1, (o,) pki ( D/ ) 
Dl = D t:Jt' • 

The numbers of "forward" and "backward" particles are related 

to Vl1 1 ... K:; by 

/1 (F)= tmi -r .2fl2.. +dK1 + Kz +i " 

,.,{~&) ' 
" = J.t12.-+ l(n3 +K2 +.iK':; +-1. • 

The distribution over the number of particles flying "backward" 

has the form 3 

wl1(8) = x::._ /l Pn {Di) pi< (Dt). ~n(~J. oll#1z+4f1Jrkz+2K3d== 
n.i 1 ... tt:1 '"" ' t 1 

=E P (D)R (o )·P (D) VI n ~~.3 3 •1z z 'AtrJi '· z J-) fl -1-'1111:,-21112 

<Vl (F) · td and the function >,{~) 1s represen e as 
, 3 

(t1(f))VI = _A_ . . :c.. Jl A' (0 ) P. {D,·) l( 

t3 Wi-'1(13) i-=1 11
' I ;:, 

X (2l1:z. +4t11 +~ Kt+ Kz. -+1) 'S' n(l}); 2l1t. + 411y+Kz +21(3 +t 

(8) :Z ~ ( 
= 1'1 + c Dt- w (6) .:z..__:_ U7J -+K3) l( 

VI hz.M~KJ . 

l< P"z ( Dz) P.,3 (~ )- P~,{D3j. PMSL1 -~t~t~3 -2'-1z-21<-s (02) 
The last two formulae predict the linear increase 

(6) 
at n ?. 5 (see, fig. 3.7). 
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or1e 

<::nF>na 
10 

9 

6 

5 

J 

z 

J 5 7 9 II /J 15 11 19 21 
ntJ 

Fig. 3. 7. The dependence of the average number of particles 
emitted in the "forward", directior as a function of 
the nu~:Iber of particles emitted in the "backward" 
direction 

The deviation of the theoretical curve from the experimental 
.r::i' _.., . {8) 

(at V~ ~eV) at small values n is due to the fact that 

we have not taken into account the contribution of the diffraction 

component. 

The parameter Ll is sufficiently large and equals 

/} ~ ()J '{ 

what accounts for a rather large slope of the curve. 

At '{"' 1,3+ 3, Lln...l, what is in agreement with other esti

mates of this quantity, 

The agreement of theoretical results with the experimental ones 

testifies to the assumption that the neutral clusters dominate, ana 
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allows one to fil,d the probabilities of various dissociati.on 

channels within the model under consideration. 

So, the idea to unify two mechanisms of secondary particle 

productior, namely, a) the mechanism of independent production 

(r;eutral clusters} in the central region; b) the mechanism of 

dissociatior of leading particles with local conservation of charge 

and othex· quantum numbers appeares to be rather fruitful and makes 

it possible to explain a wide spectrum of experimental regularities. 

Besides,the comparison of the theoretical dependences with the 

experimental ones allows one to obtain within our model the numeri

cal estimates for physical quantities such as average mass of 

clusters, inelasticity coefficient and others. 

Of much interest is the theoretical and expex·imental investi

gation of possible separation of cor;tributions from various mecha

nisms, Besides, it would be desirable to check experimentally the 

effect of "cluaterization", and particularly, the assumption about 

the dominance of clusters in the central region with zero charge. 

In conclusion we are grateful to Professors A,N.Tavkhelidze 

and V .A.!'·atveev for interest in this work and stimulating conunents. 

Thanks are also to I,V.Andreev, Yu,A.Budagov, I.H.Dremin, N.P.Zotov, 

S.P.Kuleshov, V,I,Savrin and L.A,Slepchenko for useful discussions. 
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